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Inflammation, Advancing Age and Nutrition: Research and Clinical InterventionsAcademic Press, 2013

	The book provides a comprehensive overview to understanding the integrated impact of the concepts of cellular and molecular aspects, models, environmental factors, and lifestyle involved in premature aging. Additionally, it examines how functional food, dietary nutraceuticals or pharmacological compounds can reverse inflammation and premature...
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Automated Scheduling and Planning: From Theory to Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Solving scheduling problems has long presented a challenge for computer scientists and operations researchers. The field continues to expand as researchers and practitioners examine ever more challenging problems and develop automated methods capable of solving them. This book provides 11 case studies in automated scheduling, submitted by...
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Java: Data Science Made EasyPackt Publishing, 2017

	Data collection, processing, analysis, and more


	About This Book

	
		Your entry ticket to the world of data science with the stability and power of Java
	
		Explore, analyse, and visualize your data effectively using easy-to-follow examples
	
		A highly practical course covering a broad...
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Parallel Algorithms and Cluster Computing: Implementations, Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This book presents major advances in high performance computing as well as major advances due to high performance computing. It contains a collection of papers in which results achieved in the collaboration of scientists from computer science, mathematics, physics, and mechanical engineering are presented. From the science problems to the...
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Metaphors For God's Time in Science and ReligionPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
Metaphors for God's Time in Science and Religion examines the exploratory work of metaphors for time in astrophysical cosmology, chaos theory, evolutionary biology and neuroscience. Stephen Happel claims that the Christian God is intimately involved at every level of physical and biological science. He compares how scientists and...
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Fundamentals of Global Positioning System Receivers: A Software Approach (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the expert guidance you need to understand, build, and operate GPS receivers
The Second Edition of this acclaimed publication enables readers to understand and apply the complex operation principles of global positioning system (GPS) receivers. Although GPS receivers are widely used in everyday life to aid in positioning and navigation,...
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Power Generation from Solid Fuels (Power Systems)Springer, 2010

	Power Generation from Solid Fuels introduces the different technologies to produce heat and power from solid fossil (hard coal, brown coal) and renewable (biomass, waste) fuels, such as combustion and gasification, steam power plants and combined cycles etc. The book discusses technologies with regard to their efficiency, emissions,...
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Modeling and Reasoning with Bayesian NetworksCambridge University Press, 2009

	Bayesian networks have received a lot of attention over the last few decades from both scientists and engineers, and across a number of fields, including artificial intelligence (AI), statistics, cognitive science, and philosophy.


	Perhaps the largest impact that Bayesian networks have had is on the field of AI, where they were...
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Analytical Methods for Food Additives (Woodhead Publishing Series in Food Science, Technology and Nutrition)CRC Press, 2004

	Additives are added to food to perform different technological functions, for
	example, to increase shelf life (preservatives), or to protect against rancidity
	(antioxidants). The use of additives in food is controlled by separate legislation
	relating to, for example, colours in food, sweeteners, miscellaneous additives
	(other than...
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Food Oral Processing: Fundamentals of Eating and Sensory PerceptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This volume provides an overview of the latest research findings on the physics, physiology, and psychology of food oral consumption, as well as the experimental techniques available for food oral studies. Coverage includes the main physical and physiological functionalities of the mouth; the location and functionalities of various oral...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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Principles of Environmental Physics, Fourth Edition: Plants, Animals, and the AtmosphereAcademic Press, 2013

	Principles of Environmental Physics: Plants, Animals, and the Atmosphere, 4e, provides a basis for understanding the complex physical interactions of plants and animals with their natural environment. It is the essential reference to provide environmental and ecological scientists and researchers with the physical principles, analytic...
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